[Depression and dementia: contribution to the French validation of 2 depression scales: the Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia and the Dementia Mood Assessment Scale].
This study establishes, in a sample of elderly demented patients, the validity of a french translation of two depression rating scales: Cornell Scale for Depression in Dementia (CSDD, Alexopoulos 1988), Dementia Mood Assessment Scale (DMAS, Sunderland 1988). Cognitive performances of 24 patients (mean age 77.9 +/- 7.4, 7 men 17 women), meeting DSM III-R criteria for dementia, have been evaluated. Four clinicians, blind to the clinical diagnosis of depression established by a psychogeriatrist, have evaluated the sample with the two scales. All patients present middle to severe dementia: MMS = 16.8 +/- 3.45. Eleven patients (45%) present moreover depression. Concurrent validity has been established against Hamilton Depression Rating Scale, test retest reliability, inter-rater reliability and internal consistency are established for each scale. These characteristics are pleading for a good reliability of the french translation of CSDD and DMAS, in the presence of cognitive impairment.